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SHORT BIOGRAPHY
In 2019, Ali Kazimi became the first Indo-Canadian to
be honoured with the Governor General’s Award
for Lifetime Achievement in Visual and Media Arts for over three decade
of ground-breaking work as a documentary and media artist whose work
deals with race, social justice, migration, history and memory. His
film Continuous Journey(2004), alongside his book, Undesirables:
White Canada and the Komagata Maru (2011), have played a key role in
shedding light on the forgotten histories of early South Asian immigration
to Canada.
Born, raised, and educated in India, Kazimi came to Canada to study film
production at York University in 1983. Two decades later, after
establishing himself as an award-winning independent filmmaker, Kazimi
returned to York University. He is currently Associate Professor in the
Department of Cinema & Media Arts, where he has also served as the
Chair of the Department.
Kazimi's films have received over two dozen national and
international honours and awards, been screened in prestigious festivals
and broadcast nationally and internationally. His feature films include
Narmada; A Valley Rises (1994), Shooting Indians: A Journey with Jeffrey
Thomas (1997), Continuous Journey (2004) and Random Acts of Legacy
(2016).
The University of British Columbia conferred a Doctor of Letters
(honoris causa) to Kazimi in May, 2019.

PRAISE FOR ALI KAZIMI’S WORK
Random Acts of Legacy
“…gorgeous, multi-layered, … a haunting, essential document that, for all its specificity,
comments on the universal human condition.”
— Glen Sumi, Now Magazine, Toronto, April 26, 2016
“(A) masterfully crafted film… The filmmaker skillfully pulls a surprisingly rich and textured
story from a relatively small cache of found footage. It causes us to pause and consider the
ephemeral means by which we record and capture our most important moments and reminds
us of the power of good, old fashioned celluloid film.”
— Jury Citation, Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival, 2016
“Through Ali Kazimi’s deft command of the film-making language, a decaying collection of
home movies is turned to an evocative, essential document of an experience rarely seen or
heard from—a middle class Chinese American family in a 1930’s America. Ali’s creative design
and approach enabled Silas Fung’s footage that’s personal, unique and specific, illuminate and
comment on the universal human condition. For it’s creative and evocative manner of giving
nuance to our understanding of ourselves, others, and the world we live in, we give
CAAMFest’s Best Documentary award to Ali Kazimi’s Random Acts of Legacy.”
— Jury Citation, CAAMFest 2017

Continuous Journey
“….brilliant … rarely has a documentary been so beautifully directed and rendered, shot for
shot, image by image, pan by pan, zoom by zoom.”
— Peter Wintonick, POV Magazine
“Canadians often boast about the vibrancy and strength that flows from a multicultural
society. But Canadian filmmaker Ali Kazimi’s documentary, Continuous Journey, shatters any
illusions that our nation-builders wanted it that way…. Once that story takes shape—through
digital enhancement of photos and newspaper tearsheets, old newsreels and a clutch of
interviews with historians and socio-political activists—the Komagata Maru episode becomes
vivid. The strength of the film then rests in Kazimi’s ability to relate it to systematic racism in
Canada’s early immigration policies.”
— Bruce Kirkland, Toronto Sun, January 21, 2005
“Kazimi has gone at the incident from every angle…. (His) interviews with historians both in
Canada and India provide a rich context for the fate of the 375 rejected immigrants.”
– Susan Walker, Toronto Star, January 21, 2005

“Through archival footage, vintage photographic montage and inventive voice-over
performance, Kazimi documents the story of the 340 Sikhs, 24 Muslims and 12 Hindus held
on the boat a half mile from Canadian shores without provisions for more than two months.
Continuous Journey, is the work of an experienced storyteller and image-maker. Kazimi’s
own journey from India (which he recounts here and in his previous films) has been a
fortuitous event for Canada.”
— Leah McLaren, The Globe & Mail, January 21, 2005
“It’s a complicated story, hinging on Canada’s restrictive immigration policy and fears
throughout the empire of (very real) Indian nationalism movements. But Kazimi makes a
convincing argument that these people, like most immigrants, bore no ill will and posed no
threat to their hoped-for new homeland.
— Chris Knight, National Post, January 21, 2005
“Kazimi does a good job of contextualizing the Maru tragedy and providing a potted history of
Canada’s immigration policies … and despite the lack of first hand sources, the film is never
dull, jazzed up with atmospheric music, 3D photo montages and tricky editing techniques.”
— Paul Issacs, Eye Magazine, January 20, 2005

Some Kind of Arrangement
“This charming documentary profiles three throughly western, second-generation IndoCanadians who surprise themselves by deciding to embrace one of the most life-affecting
traditions of the old world traditions: an arranged marriage.”
— Tony Atherton, Ottawa Citizen
“…has wry humour and warmth as it captures the clash of cultures and the role the families
bring to the dilemma of these three eligible candidates.”
— Jim Bawden, Broadcast Week, Canada

Shooting Indians
“Shooting Indians… radically defines the role of place, public discussion and the meaning of
place in Canadian documentary.”
— David Hogarth, Documentary Television in Canada (McGill Univ. Press, 2003)
“Filmmaker Ali Kazimi is East Indian and started making this film about Native Canadian and
American Indians years ago. As a foreign student in Canada he was fascinated by the
difference between the Indians he had seen in Hollywood movies and those he met in
Canada. He began documenting the work of Iroquois photographer Jeffrey Thomas and, with
him, travelled the hard road to understanding what photography means. The result is a
curious film, as much about the filmmaker’s struggle and mixed emotion as it is about his
subject’s perseverance. It does raise many sticky issues about stereotypes and the power of
the visual, but it doesn’t simplify them.”
– John Doyle’s, Critical List, Broadcast Week, The Globe & Mail, July 11–17, 1998

“Taking a personal, reflective approach to the often-abstracted realities of aboriginal
oppression, Shooting Indians practices the very message it carries.”
– Jane Henderson, Dominion, February 3, 2004

Narmada: A Valley Rises
“Polished beyond its low-budget means, this film stands in the best tradition of committed
film-making. For anyone worn down or cynical about social struggle, Narmada shows how it
can be both effective and inspiring. Like most successful recent documentaries Narmada
builds a narrative and introduces characters that carry an audience through a complex thicket
of issues.”
— Now Magazine, February 2–8, 1995, Canada
“In a brilliant, moving depiction of anger and discontent the inhabitants of the valley come to
life in their struggle against a perverse, warped concept of development.”
— Sunday Magazine, January 22–29, 1995, India
“The strength of Kazimi’s documentation does not lie in the dehumanizing objectivity of a
statistician. It lies in the filmmaker’s commitment to humanism which makes the documentary
not a transient social statement but a work of art which transcends time.”
— The Hindu, January 8, 1995, India
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>>> Random Acts Of Legacy
RANDOM ACTS OF LEGACY (Ali Kazimi, Canada). 77 minutes..
By Glenn Sumi
Apr 26, 2016

RANDOM ACTS OF LEGACY (Ali Kazimi, Canada). 77 minutes. Rating: NNNNN
Moving images from the early 20th century showing people of colour in the U.S. and Canada
are rare. So when Ali Kazimi won, in an online auction, a cache of home movies about the
Fungs, a middle-class Chinese-American family based in Chicago, he tracked down surviving
family members to piece together a portrait of their lives.
The result is a gorgeous, multi-layered document not just about the extended Fung family, but
also about immigration, integration, racism in pre- and postwar America and economic
opportunities. Historian Henry Yu points out that the “normal” images we see often contradict
those from Hollywood and the press.
The man behind the home movies is Silas Fung, a commercial artist who was obsessed with
Chicago’s 1933 World’s Fair his wife, Edythe, sold insurance to Chinese immigrants, basically
funding Silas’s home movie hobby.
Their surviving daughter, Irena Lum, brings a forthright personal touch to the film, and Kazimi
keeps his own comments to a minimum, resulting in a haunting, essential document that, for
all its specificity, comments on the universal human condition.
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Glenn Sumi
Glenn started writing for NOW’s theatre section in 1997. Currently, he edits and contributes to the film
and stage sections. He sees approximately 280 live stage shows and 150 movies a year. His mother
once described his job as “Seeing The Lion King"
Accessed on https://nowtoronto.com/random-acts-of-legacy
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Undesirables: White Canada and the Komagata Maru
By Ali Kazimi
Toronto, ON: Douglas & McIntyre, 2012
176 pp. $40
Undesirables: White Canada and the Komagata Maru, a beautifully illustrated hardcover text, reminds
one that good history is radicalizing. By documenting past injustice, we can be more alert to our current
failures to uphold fair treatment.
Indian-born, Toronto-based filmmaker Ali Kazimi has garnered awards on three continents for his 2004
feature documentary about the Government of Canada’s refusal to allow less than 400 South Asian
prospective immigrants, arriving on the Japanese vessel the Komagata Maru, to make landfall at
Vancouver, B.C., in May 1914.
In turning from the film medium to print, Kazimi, a York University film professor, has created
illuminated pages that delineate, not only a crucial episode in Canadian support for white supremacy,
but also the complex dynamics—machinations—of British imperialism.
In fact, the arrival of the Sikh, Muslim, and Hindu voyagers tested the principle that, as British
Indians—as British subjects—they had as much right to enter the Dominion of Canada as any ‘white’
Briton—or Australian or New Zealander or South African.
The eventually court-backed refusal to allow them entry to what was termed “a white man’s country,”
had international consequences, for it proved that British Indians were not equal subjects within the
British Empire.
The spurning of the Komagata Maru spurred on Indian nationalism—and the independence movement
that ended the British Raj in 1948. (Thus, Elizabeth II is Queen of Canada, but not Empress of India,
and few in India rue the absence of the British Crown.)

Kazimi demonstrates convincingly “the global ramifications of local racism.” Indeed, the British used
diplomacy and espionage to try to establish a delicate balance, permitting Canada to impose a head-tax
on Chinese, restrict Japanese—quietly, and bar Indians—but not explicitly.
Japanese settlers had to be admitted because Japan was an ally of the British Empire—and, by
extension, of Canada. (Kazimi notes that during World War I, “the Japanese Navy patrolled and
protected the west coast of Canada.”) However, Japan agreed, secretly, to Canada’s request that it issue
only 4oo emigration passports per year.
Because China was considered weak, racism was openly practiced against its migrants. (That Canada
once boasted a bureaucrat whose title was “Chief Controller of Chinese Immigration” underlines the
then-prevalence of anti-Asian sentiments.)
But Indians—British Indians—were a challenge for white supremacist Canucks: How to bar them from
Canada without inflaming anti-British sentiments in India, the “jewel” of the Empire?
William Lyon Mackenzie King, then deputy minister of labour in Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier’s
cabinet, proposed the solution: a regulation insisting that immigrants to Canada had to undertake a
“continuous journey” from their homelands.
Any voyage from India could not be “continuous”; thus the regulation had the effect, without naming
India, of reducing Indian immigration to almost nil. (This same provision was used to bar entry to Jews
seeking refuge from Hitler’s Germany.)
Yet, while Canada was trying desperately to prevent South Asian and East Asian immigration (or
citizenship), it was doing all that it could to attract Britons, Americans, Scandinavians, and Western
Europeans, and, to a lesser extent, Eastern and Southern Europeans, who were also, as an incentive,
given “free” land.
The policy was clear: northern North America, wrested from the First Nations, was to be wide-open for
Caucasian Christian European expansion and exploitation, but closed to any substantial immigration
from Asia and Africa.
Kazimi’s rich and fascinating study clarifies just how the Komagata Maru voyagers challenged this
racism, becoming the first “boat people” to be turned away from Canada, to have their ship turned into
a marine “Gitmo,” and to even have the still-new Royal Canadian Navy summoned to escort them back
to international waters.
Really, they must be celebrated as exemplars of the ongoing struggle for racial and socio-economic
equality for “migrants,” not only in Canada, but everywhere in this so-called globalized world, where
capital “flows,” but labour “pools,” even being, at times, locked up in prisons—or drowned at sea.
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George Elliott Clarke was born in Windsor, Nova Scotia. He is arguably one of Canada’s most prolific and accomplished poets. He has
published numerous groundbreaking verse and dramatic poetry collections and anthologies. He has won the Governor General Literary
Award, the prestigious Portia White Prize, been honoured with many honorary doctorates, and inducted into the Order of Canada. He is
E.J. Pratt Professor of Canadian Literature at the University of Toronto.
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Firdaus Ali
TORONTO: He’s taken a shot at everything — from saving a bleeding river to poignant
immigrant tales. Ali Kazimi is an avant-garde, Indo-Canadian filmmaker who has the conviction
to film what he believes in.
This time around, the ace filmmaker has received accolades and rave reviews for his recent film
Runaway Grooms — a dramatic new documentary, co-produced and aired by the CBC
(Canadian Broadcasting Corporation), which exposes the disturbing trend of thousands of brides
being abandoned in Punjab after being married to men settled in Canada.
Runaway Grooms vividly explores this culture of patriarchy, shame and honour and puts a
human face to this growing problem by profiling the painful stories of two abandoned brides —
Namita Jain of Delhi and Sonia Kaur of Ludhiana.
Through them we come to understand the myriad ways that social structures, customs and
Canadian laws make it possible for these women to be so horribly exploited. Kazimi also
confronts Sonia’s husband, now in Vancouver, who sees not his bride, but himself as the hapless
victim and injured party.
Runaway Grooms was screened at the Indian International Film Festival of Los Angeles last
month and won the audience award for the best documentary and an honorary mention from the
jury.
The film has also been nominated for the best social/political documentary and for best original
score (Mark Korven) for the Golden Sheaf Awards at the Yorkton Short Film Festival. The film
was screened on Discovery Times cable network in the US in mid -March.
Kazimi went to India and came across an increasing number of families who had been victimised
by scam marriages involving NRI grooms from the west.
“I decided to tell the stories of two women, both urban, middle-class working women. Both had
similar stories and had been defrauded by men from the west. The pattern of betrayal in both
cases was amazingly the same,” says Kazimi.
Accessed on https://www.dnaindia.com/world/report-these-indians-here-have-runawaygrooms-1028875

